### Foreign Language
- **NEW** – German 1103.61 (distance learning version of 1103.51)
- **WITHDRAW** – German 1266
- **WITHDRAW** – Hungarian 1103
- **CHANGE** – Italian 1101.71 (renumbering of Italian 1101.61; change from flexible credit to fixed credit & remove self-paced component)
- **CHANGE** – Italian 1102.71 (renumbering of Italian 1102.61; change from flexible credit to fixed credit & remove self-paced component)
- **CHANGE** – Italian 1103.71 (renumbering of Italian 1103.61; change from flexible credit to fixed credit & remove self-paced component)
- **WITHDRAW** – Portuguese 1101.51
- **WITHDRAW** – Portuguese 1102.51
- **WITHDRAW** – Portuguese 1103.51
- **CHANGE** – Spanish 1101 (renumbering of Spanish 1101.01)
- **WITHDRAW** – Spanish 1103.51
- **LIMBO** – Spanish 2200H

### Visual and Performing Arts
- **NEW** – History of Art 4798.01
- **LIMBO** – Theatre 2100E

### Cultures and Ideas
- **LIMBO** – AAAS 3342H
- **CHANGE** – French 1803.03 (fully abroad version of 1803.01; no longer needs to be preceded by 1803.02)
- **LIMBO** – Spanish 2331

### Historical Study
- **LIMBO** – AAAS 3308
- **LIMBO** – AAAS 3320
- **LIMBO** – History 3021
- **LIMBO** – History 3101
- **LIMBO** – History 3266
- **LIMBO** – History 3267

### Social Science
- **LIMBO** – International Studies 2250H
- **LIMBO** – International Studies 2800H

### Global Studies
- **LIMBO** – AAAS 3308
- **LIMBO** – AAAS 3320
- **LIMBO** – AAAS 3342H
- **LIMBO** – AAAS 5485.03
- **LIMBO** – International Studies 2250H
- **LIMBO** – International Studies 2500H
- **LIMBO** – International Studies 2800H
- **LIMBO** – Spanish 2331

### Cross-Disciplinary Seminar
- **LIMBO** – International Studies 4597.01H
- **LIMBO** – Landscape Architecture 3597
- **LIMBO** – Political Science 4597.03

### Education Abroad
- **NEW** – Linguistics 2797.02
- **NEW** – Social Work 5798.04

### Program Modifications
- **New Major:** Sociology BS (fully approved by the Ohio Department of Higher Education)
- **Minor Revisions:** Andean and Amazonian Studies Minor, Nonprofit Studies Minor (John Glenn College)
- **Graduate Program Revision:** Online MA Art Education
- **Deactivation:** GIS in Geo-Spatial Analysis
Preview of GE course list and program modifications effective in subsequent semesters

**Autumn 2019:**
- Arabic 3705: course number change (from 2705); no GE change (GE Literature)
- Hebrew 3120: withdrawn – GE Cultures and Ideas (previously team-taught and cross-listed with Philosophy 3120)
- History 2206: new – GE Historical Study
- History 3314: new – GE Historical Study & GE Diversity-Global Studies
- Mathematics 1120: new – GE Quantitative Reasoning - Math. or Logical Analysis
- Mathematics 1121: new – GE Quantitative Reasoning - Math. or Logical Analysis
- Persian 3350: new – GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups & GE Diversity-Global Studies
- Persian 3704: course number change (from 2704); no GE change (GE Literature)
- Public Health 2010H: new – GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups & GE Diversity-Global Studies
- Russian 1103.61: course number change (from 1103.99); specify course is variable credit and distance learning individual instruction; no GE change (GE Foreign Language)
- Slavic 2365.01: new – GE Cultures and Ideas & GE Diversity-Global Studies
- Slavic 2365.99: new – GE Cultures and Ideas & GE Diversity-Global Studies (distance learning version of 2365.01)
- Spanish 1113 (GE Foreign Language)
- WGSS 2327: new – GE Cultures and Ideas
- Following courses will be removed from limbo:
  - Hebrew 3705 (GE Cultures and Ideas & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - History 3264 (GE Historical Study)
  - History 3357 (GE Historical Study)
  - History of Art 4630 (GE VPA)
  - Music 2251H (GE VPA & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - Religious Studies 3678 (GE Diversity-Social Diversity in the US)
  - Scandinavian 4250 (GE Literature)
- New undergraduate certificate: Certificate in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
- New undergraduate minor: Islamic Studies Minor
- Undergraduate minor revisions:
  - Agribusiness Minor (FAES)
  - Arabic Minor
  - Entomology Minor (FAES)
  - Meat Science Minor (FAES)
  - Persian Minor
  - Speech and Hearing Science Minor
  - Turkish and Central Asia Studies Minor
- Undergraduate major revisions:
  - Arabic BA
  - History BA (including Honors version)
  - Islamic Studies BA
  - Theatre BA
- Graduate program revision:
  - Art Education MA
  - AAEP PhD
  - Theatre MA and PhD

**Spring 2020:**
- English 2464 (GE VPA)
- German 2310 (GE Literature) (cross-listed with Scandinavian 2310)
- NELC 1125 (GE Literature & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
- Russian 3480 (GE VPA & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
- Russian 3490 (GE Cultures and Ideas & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
- Scandinavian 2310 (GE Literature) (cross-listed with German 2310)
- Remove from limbo: History 3265 (GE Historical Study)
Autumn 2020:

- Linguistics 3701E: new – GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups (cross-listed with Psychology 3371E)
- Psychology 3371E: new – GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups (cross-listed with Linguistics 3701E)